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On International Toy Fair Nuremberg we presented two new versions of Ge4/4‘‘‘, but we could
not announce the prices and details. This is to be found now in this news-information.

painting creme-darkblue
former Panoramic Express-design
two roadnumbers: 8001, 8004
This item is available as Nickel-Silver-handmade-model
(Nm), with a roof, which has been changed totally into the
typical appearance of MOB-locos, and as a Kato-based
version, with turned pantographs and some changes at the
roof with some etched parts, to come near to prototype (for
N or Nm).
We had much demand for this loco, so we decided to produce two differenr roadnumbers in this colour-scheme. Locos
are equipped with Rapido-(N), Kato-short-(Nm) or MTL-couplers (Nickel-Silver-handmade-model).
A locodriver is available as accessory (option).
We had planned to announce the prices during toy fair. Now
we have decided to lengthen the early-order-phase to the
30th of June 2016.

Vorbestellpreis/early-order-price/prix précommande

² Vorbestellung bis
Reservation until
Réservation jusque

² Vorbehaltlich Lieferbarkeit und Preisänderungen durch Kato

The loco is offered in three versions (Nickel-Silver for Nm,
or Kato for Nm or N).
The Panoramic Express-coaches are offered in two versions
(Kato for Nm or N) only.
Please note the different item-no.s. Thank you.

painting creme-darkblue
in the style of former Panoramic Express-design
two-coaches-set with one As and Bs
three sets with different road-numbers available
The Panoramic Express-coaches are based on Kato-Glacier Expresscoaches. Some windows are closed, and golden doors printed on the
sides. The colour of the interior is changed totally, including seats and
tables, as to be seen in the picture above.
Coaches are equipped with Rapido-(N), Kato-short-(Nm) or partial
MTL-couplers (in combination with Nickel-Silver loco only).
Travellers are available on demand (option).

painting white with AB-Modell-Logo
designed in Corporate Design of our company
There exists no prototype for this model!
Available as Nickel-Silver-handmade-model (Nm only), or
based on Kato-locomotive (N or Nm).
Locos are equipped with Rapido-(N), Kato-short-(Nm) or
MTL-couplers (Nickel-Silver-handmade-model only, Nm).
A locodriver is included.
The roof is weathered lightly (optional without weathering
possible).
The jubilee-loco gets hand-grab-rails on all versions of
this item, independend if Kato- or finescale-model.
Please note: we will produce as much items as ordered
until 30th of September 2016 only. All carriages will be
numbered and delivered with a certificate on the 16th
of May 2017.
To say „Thank You“ for your loyalty, we have calculated
very special prices.

painting white in AB-Modell Corporate Design
with red aircondition on the roof
two-coach-set with one A- and B-panoramacoach
three-coach-set with one A-, B- and bar-panoramacoach
There exists no prototype for this model!
Coaches of jubileetrain are available as rebuild items based on KatoGlacier Express-coaches only. The colour of the interior will be changed
completely. Travellers are included.
All coaches are equipped with Rapido-(N), or Kato-short-(Nm) and
partially with MTL-couplers (in combination with the Nickel-Silver-loco
only).

Vorbestellpreis/early-order-price/prix précommande
Vorbestellung bis
Reservation until
Réservation jusque
Vorbehaltlich Lieferbarkeit und Preisänderungen durch Kato

